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Post-Election Online Interview

This is an online survey for reporting your experiences as a pollworker, pollwatcher, or voter.

1. Election Information
* 01: Election information:
Please choose only one of the following:

Primary Election
General Election
Runoff
* 02: Election county or municipality:
Please write your answer here:

* 03: Election state:
Please choose only one of the following:

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Dist. of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
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North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Puerto Rico
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
* 04: Election precinct number:
Please write your answer here:

* 05: Polling location name:
Please write your answer here:

2. Election Incidents
* 05a: Was your election uneventful and well-run? If so, please scroll down to 4. Voting
System Information. You may include comments on the election here.
Please write your answer here:
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* 05b: Were there any issues in opening of polls?
(Any delays in
poll opening
and why, were
state
procedures
followed in
terms of
machine setup,
were
procedures
followed for
running and
signing of zero
tapes, other.)

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:
Yes

Uncertain

No

[Only answer this question if you answered 'Yes' or 'Uncertain' to question '05b ()']
* 05c: Any delays in poll opening?
Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No
[Only answer this question if you answered 'Yes' to question '05c ']
05d: Describe the reason for the delay in opening the polls.
Please write your answer here:

[Only answer this question if you answered 'Yes' to question '05c ']
05e: How long was the delay? (in minutes)
Please write your answer here:

* 05F: Were there problems with voting machine setup and state procedures followed for
machine setup or zero tapes? Other problems?
Please choose all that apply and provide a comment:
Were state procedures
followed for machine setup?
Were procedures followed
for running and signing of zero
tapes?
Other problems?
(Describe.)

* 06: Were there problems with voter identification requirements? (Confusion about ID
requirements,voters turned away for lack of ID, other)
Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No
[Only answer this question if you answered 'Yes' to question '06 ']
* 06a: Were voters or officials confused about ID requirements?
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Please choose only one of the following:
Yes
No
06b: Describe any confusion about ID requirements.
Please write your answer here:

[Only answer this question if you answered 'Yes' to question '06 ']
06c: How many voters were turned away for identification reasons? (Please include
comments.)
Please write your answer here:

[Only answer this question if you answered 'Yes' to question '06 ']
06d: How many voters completed provisional ballots for identification reasons? (Please
include comments.)
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Please write your answer here:

[Only answer this question if you answered 'Yes' to question '06 ']
06e: Were voters of color or students asked for ID more often or differently than others?
(Please include comments.)
Please write your answer here:

[Only answer this question if you answered 'Yes' to question '06 ']
06f: Describe any other problems with voter identification requirements
Please write your answer here:
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* 07a: Were there issues with voter intimidation or suppression?
Please choose the appropriate response for each item:
Yes

Uncertain

No

[Only answer this question if you answered 'Yes' or 'Uncertain' to question '07a ()']
07b: Describe the issues with voter intimidation or suppression.
Please choose all that apply and provide a comment:
Police cars at the polls or
other law enforcement activity
Premature poll closing
Voters unfairly challenged
or intimidated
Long lines at the polls
(Describe length of wait and
explain.)
Other (describe)
Voters misled about
precinct location or other
election details? How many
voters? By phone? By flier?

* 08a: Were there provisional ballot issues?
(Large number
of provisional
ballots issued,
failure to offer
provisional
ballot to any
voter not on
voter lists,
mishandling of
provisional

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:
Yes

Uncertain

No
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ballots,
provisional
ballots given
to people who
could have
voted on a
regular ballot,
inadequate
supply of
provisional
ballots, other.)

[Only answer this question if you answered 'Yes' to question '08a ()']
* 08b: Describe the provisional ballot issues.
Please choose all that apply and provide a comment:
(Large number
of provisional
ballots issued,
failure to offer
provisional
ballot to any
voter not on
voter lists,
mishandling of
provisional
ballots, other.)

Large number of provisional
ballots issued. Describe why,
and how many.
Failure to offer provisional
ballot to a voter not on voter
lists
Mishandling of provisional
ballots
Provisional ballots given to
people who could have voted
on a regular ballot
Inadequate supply of
provisional ballots
Provisional ballots used as
emergency paper ballots due
to breakdowns
Other (describe)

3. Voting Equipment Issues
* 09a: Were there language issues with the voting equipment?
(Voter
language not
available,
switches
languages,
translation
problems,
other.)

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:
Yes

Uncertain

No

[Only answer this question if you answered 'Yes' or 'Uncertain' to question '09a ()']
* 09b: Describe the language issues.
(Voter
language not
available,
switches
languages,
translation
problems,

Please choose all that apply and provide a comment:
Voter language not
available
Machine switches
languages inappropriately
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Translation problems
Other (describe)

* 10a: Were there disabled access issues with the voting equipment?
(Wheelchair
inaccessibility,
audio, braille,
or
magnification
inadequate or
unusable,
accessibility
attachments
don’t work,
machine gives
person unable
to use hands
no means to
vote, other.
Include serial
number.)

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:
Yes

Uncertain

No

[Only answer this question if you answered 'Yes' or 'Uncertain' to question '10a ()']
* 10b: Describe the disabled access issues.
(Wheelchair
inaccessibility,
audio, braille,
or
magnification
inadequate or
unusable,
accessibility
attachments
don’t work,
machine gives
person unable
to use hands
no means to
vote, other.
Include serial
number if
possible.)

Please choose all that apply and provide a comment:
Wheelchair inaccessibility
Audio, braille, or
magnification inadequate or
unusable
Accessibility attachments
don’t work
Machine gives person
unable to use hands no means
to vote
Other (describe)

* 11a: Were there voter access card problems?
(Times out,
locks out
voter, gets
stuck or left in
machine,
other.)

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:
Yes

Uncertain

No

[Only answer this question if you answered 'Uncertain' or 'Yes' to question '11a ()']
* 11b: Describe the voter access card problems.
Please choose all that apply and provide a comment:
(Does not
activate
machine, times
out, locks out
voter, gets

Voter card does not
activate machine
Times out
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Locks out voter
Gets stuck or left in
machine
Causes machine failure
Other (describe)

* 12a: Were there security issues with the voting equipment before or during the
Election?
(Machines
stored in
unlocked
location,
memory cards
not secured,
machine
connected to
telephone line
or wire during
Election Day,
machine uses
wireless
connection,
seals broken or
missing, other.
Include serial
number if
possible.)

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:
Yes

Uncertain

No

[Only answer this question if you answered 'Uncertain' or 'Yes' to question '12a ()']
* 12b: Describe the security issues.
Please choose all that apply and provide a comment:
(Machines
stored in
unlocked
location,
memory cards
not secured,
machine
connected to
telephone line
or wire during
Election Day,
machine uses
wireless
connection,
seals broken or
missing, other.
Include serial
number if
possible.)

Machines stored in
unlocked location, including
"sleepovers"
Memory cards not secured
Machine connected to
telephone line or wire during
election
Machine uses wireless
connection
Seals broken or missing
Technician replaces
machine or machine part
Other (describe)

* 13a: Were there machine failures?
(Blank screen,
fails to power
up, freezes,
delays opening
of polls, note
any
breakdowns or

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:
Yes

Uncertain

No
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delays with
electronic poll
books if used,
other. Include
serial number
if possible,
length of any
delays, and
how problem
was handled.)

[Only answer this question if you answered 'Yes' or 'Uncertain' to question '13a ()']
* 13b: Provide a description of the machine failures with as much detail as possible.
Please choose all that apply and provide a comment:
Include details
and notes in
the comments
section. The
items listed are
only an initial
list of potential
issues. Please
use the 'other'
category to
describe
specific
problems you
observe.

Blank screen
Fails to power up
Freezes
Delays opening of polls
Breakdowns or delays with
electronic poll books
Other (Please describe.)
Details - Include serial
number, length of any delays,
and how problem was
handled.

* 14a: Were there cases where a machine recorded voter preference incorrectly?
(Premarks
choice, differs
from paper
trail printout,
switches vote
to another
candidate on
initial screen
or in final
summary
screen - note
the difference,
voter cannot
change vote
displayed,
other. Include
serial number
if possible,
and whether or
not machine
was taken out
of service.)

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:
Yes

Uncertain

No

[Only answer this question if you answered 'Uncertain' or 'Yes' to question '14a ()']
* 14b: Describe the problems with voter preferences not being recorded properly.
(Premarks
choice, differs
from paper

Please choose all that apply and provide a comment:
Premarks choice
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Differs from paper trail
printout
Switches vote to another
candidate on initial screen or
in final summary screen
Voter cannot change vote
displayed
Other (describe)

* 15a: Were there user interface issues?
(Screen has
poor
readability,
flickering,
dim, skipping,
buttons stick,
other. Include
serial number.)

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:
Yes

Uncertain

No

[Only answer this question if you answered 'Yes' or 'Uncertain' to question '15a ()']
* 15b: Describe the voter interface issues.
(Screen has
poor
readability,
flickering,
dim, skipping,
buttons stick,
other. Include
serial number.)

Please choose all that apply and provide a comment:
Screen has poor
readability, flickering, dim
Keys or buttons stick
Other (describe)

* 16a: Were there straight ticket voting issues?
(In areas with
straight party
ticket voting,
cannot vote
straight party
ticket, cannot
change
selected
offices,
straight party
choice fails to
cast vote for
party’s
candidate in
one or more
races, others.
Include serial
number.)

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:
Yes

Uncertain

No
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[Only answer this question if you answered 'Yes' or 'Uncertain' to question '16a ()']
* 16b: Describe the straight ticket issues. (Applicable only in areas with straight party
ticket voting.)
(Cannot vote
straight party
ticket, cannot
change
selected
offices,
straight party
choice fails to
cast vote for
party’s
candidate in
one or more
races, other.
Include serial
number.)

Please choose all that apply and provide a comment:
Cannot vote straight party
ticket
Cannot change selected
offices
Straight party choice fails
to cast vote for party’s
candidate in one or more
races
Other (describe)

* 17a: Were there paper trail issues?
(Printer jams,
prints over
previous
entries, not
visible, differs
from vote,
other. Include
serial number.)

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:
Yes

Uncertain

No

[Only answer this question if you answered 'Yes' or 'Uncertain' to question '17a ()']
* 17b: Describe the paper trail issues.
Please choose all that apply and provide a comment:
(Printer jams,
prints over
previous
entries, not
visible, differs
from vote,
other. Include
serial number.)

Printer jams
Prints over previous entries
Output not visible
Differs from vote
Printer replaced (Please
note serial numbers if
possible.)
Other (describe)

4. Voting System Information
If you have information on the voting machines used, please enter it here.
1: Voting machine type:
Please choose all that apply and provide a comment:
Use the text
box for details
and comments.
(Text will
scroll to allow
longer inputs.)
Please provide
both the
manufacturer
and model
number if

Paper ballots optically
scanned
Touchscreen electronic
voting machine
Other (Please provide any
details available.)
Do not know
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available.

2: Touch Screen (DRE) Voting Machine Manufacturer
Please choose all that apply and provide a comment:
If you know
the
manufacturer
of the touch
screen
machines
used, please
select it.

Diebold
ES&S
iVotronic
Sequoia AVC Edge I
Do not know
Not applicable

3: Optical Scanner Manufacturer
If you know
the
manufacturer
and model of
the optical
scanners used,
please select
it.

Please choose all that apply and provide a comment:
ES&S M100
ES&S Optech IIP Eagle
Do not know
Not applicable

5. Your Contact Information
* 1: Your Name:
First and last
name, please.

Please write your answer here:

* 2: What is your role in this election?
Please choose only one of the following:

I am a pollworker (hired and paid by local elections official).
I am a pollwatcher (volunteer position).
I had no official capacity, but have incidents to report as a voter.
3: Your email address:
Please write your answer here:

4: Your phone number(s):
Please write your answer here:
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5: Your mailing address:
Please write your answer here:
Optional.
Please include
your street
address, city,
state, and zip
code.

* 6: Would you be willing to speak to a representative of Pollworkers for Democracy by
telephone if we'd like to clarify your comments or go into a bit more detail?
Please choose all that apply:

Yes
No
Maybe (We will ask your permission first.)
* 7: Would you be willing to speak to the press about your experience as a poll watcher?
Please choose all that apply:

Yes
No
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Maybe (We will ask your permission first.)
8: Comments and notes.
Please write your answer here:

6. Conclusion
18: IMPORTANT! If you are in a position to do so, describe the poll closing procedure.
Note total number of voters in the pollbooks at time of poll closing, note total number of
ballots cast, and describe any discrepancies.
Please write your answer(s) here:
Total number of voters checked in for the day (number of signatures on roster or
pollbook, or number of voter certificates if certificates are used):
Total number of votes recorded on voting system(s):
Describe any discrepancies.:
Other (describe):
19: Your overall thoughts and comments on the way the election was conducted in your
polling place.
Please write your answer here:
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20: Survey Comments
Please write your answer here:
Please provide
your
comments and
suggestions on
the survey
itself. How
can we
improve it?
What's
missing? What
types of
problems did
you have
trouble
describing in
the spaces
provided?

Submit Your Survey.
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